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This occurs so often that I
have to point it out.
Having both bishops on or
beyond the 4th rank in the
opening with no impending
captures is usually a
mistake in development!
White looses the initiative
in this simple and easy to
remember exchange. 0-0
[5 ...Nxe4! 6.Bxf7+
(6.Nxe4?! d5 7.Bb5+
c6D B.Bd3 dxe4 9.Bxe4
Qxd4+ ) 6 ...Kxf7 7.Nxe4
Nc6 8.Qf3+ Kg8=]
16.8xf6?! 8xf6~ 7.Qd2
cS?! Continue developing.
The exchange of the dark
squared bishop has
already given black the
I dark squares.
II [7 ...Nc6 8.Nge2 e5+]
S.dS?!
[ 8.dxc5= ]
cS... Nd7 9.Nf3 Diagram
(Diagram 2)

